
 

 

 

 

SANKARI STUDIOS:  CHARITABLE PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

 

Sankari is a Mission Driven Public Benefit Corporation.   

 

Our Mission:  "To engage, educate and inspire people to improve the social, economic and 

environmental well-being of our planet through pro-social gaming, community building, e-

commerce and charitable giving”.   

The Sankari Universe is about immersive, entertaining and collaborative game spaces that 

facilitate learning, communication and make it easy for players to connect, share and mobilize 

to help solve our planet’s problems.  We are laser focused on creating virtual content that has a 

positive impact in the real world and brings together the global community to magnify this 

impact.  Our focus with everything we create is to develop technologies and platforms that are 

inclusive, accessible and inspiring to people across all languages and cultures.  

Every mobile game has a story about its educational benefits.  The instructive potential of 

gaming has been undervalued and overstated since the first gamer booted the first Magnavox 

Odyssey.  So, we understand when we talk about education and KATOA, we’re met with 

skepticism. It’s a game about a little sea turtle trying to find some seagrass. 

 

SO, WE HAVE TO LOOK BACK 

 

Most progressive educational modalities have roots in crisis.  Post-World War II Europe, as it 

recovered from a devastating global cataclysm, became a world-wide catalyst for education 

reform.  The goal was a generation of citizens driven by empathy, community-building, and 

mobilized for change, that no war, no crisis of such scale and destruction would ever be 

repeated.  Their meta-goal was a systemic global revolution of peace. 

 

OURS IS A REVOLUTION OF PLANETARY EXSITENCE 

 

Research shows people know time is out for the unprecedented realities of climate changes.  

They are desperate for solutions.  Sankari Studios will be the first gaming company to fully 

ignite a modern, educated citizenry, empowered by one the more universal, democratic, and  

 



 

 

powerful platforms in human history.  The answers to our crisis are in the hands of every smart 

phone owner worldwide.  They just need to play. 

 

Players learn how to grow, nurture, and restore habitats, and to support and defend living 

creatures.  Engagement with the game leads to increased awareness of environmental issues.  

Achievements in the game result in real-world acts of preservation. An emotional connection 

between player and issuers through story, character, and solutions, transforms personal 

behaviors, voting habits, and localities.  PLAY THE GAME, SAVE THE WORLD! 

 

Learning-based activism is the future.  The KATOA model stands to revolutionize the success of 

global equity, social, economic, environmental, and philanthropic causes.  It’s no overstatement 

to compare this relentless potential with that of the printing press.  Or the lightbulb. Or 

penicillin.  Anything that changes the world, changes it forever. 

Our goal:  Building a valuable company with a Return on Humanity (ROH)!  Think “Ready Player 

One” for positive impact and the ability to solve the world’s problems one fun game at a time.    

As a mission driven PBC we have several charitable funding opportunities outlined below that 

are tied to the development and launch of “KATOA”, an immersive gaming and educational 

learning space focused on the world’s eco-systems, climate literacy and climate equity.  Grants 

and donations can be made to either the Sankari Programs Fund 501c3 or the Sankari 

Foundation.   

 

• Sankari 501c3s 
o Sankari Programs Fund (501c3): 

Sankari can receive direct grants into its Sankari Programs Fund 501c3 to 
conduct and translate scientific research and develop educational game play 
and climate literacy platforms based on this research.  This includes trail 
blazing behavioral data, new ways of learning, learning based activism and 
targeted education in careers in the blue and green economies. 

 
o Sankari Foundation (Donor Advised Fund 501c3): 

Sankari can receive direct grants & philanthropic capital via this DAF.  100% 
of this capital is deployed to underwrite game impact points and is then 
directly allocated by players to KATOA’s vetted conservation partners and 
ecopreneurs. 


